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1.3 APPLIED PHYSICS – I 

L   T   P 

4     -   2 

RATIONALE 

 

Applied Physics includes the study of a large number of diverse topics all related to 

things that go in the world around us. It aims to give an understanding of this world 

both by observation and prediction of the way in which objects will behave. Concrete 

uses of physical principles and analysis in various fields of engineering and 

technology are given prominence in the course content.  

 

Note:- Teachers  should give examples of engineering/technology applications of 

various concepts and principles in each topic so that students are able to 

appreciate learning of these concepts and principles. 

 

DETAILED CONTENTS 

 

1. Units and Dimensions           (10 hrs) 

 

1.1 Physical quantities   

1.2 Fundamental and derived units 

1.3 Systems of units (CGS, MKS and SI units) 

1.4 Dimensions and dimensional formulae of physical quantities (area, 

volume, velocity, acceleration, momentum, force, impulse, work, 

power, energy, surface tension, coefficient of viscosity, stress, strain, 

moment of inertia, gravitational constant.) 

1.5 Principle of homogeneity 

1.6 Dimensional equations and their applications, conversion from one 

system of units to other for density, force, pressure, work, power, 

energy, velocity, acceleration 

1.7 Limitations of dimensional analysis  

  

2. Force and Motion            (12 hrs) 

 

2.1 Scalar and vector quantities – examples, representation of vector, 

statement of triangle law and parallelogram law 

2.2 Force, resolution and composition of forces parallelogram law of 

forces with derivation, friction, laws of friction, types of friction, 

coefficient of friction, angle of friction. 

2.3 Newton’s Laws of motion – concept of momentum, determination of 

force equation from Newton’s second law of motion; Newton’s third 

law of motion conservation of momentum (statement only), recoil of 

gun, impulse and impulsive forces, simple numerical problems  

2.4 Projectile, horizontal and oblique projections (definitions)  

2.5 Derivation of time of flight, maximum height and horizontal range for 

oblique projections 

2.6 Circular motion, definition of angular displacement, angular velocity, 

angular acceleration, frequency, time period 

2.7 Relation between linear and angular velocity, linear acceleration and 

angular acceleration, relation between frequency and time period 

2.8 Centripetal force and centrifugal force (definition) 

2.9 Banking of roads (with derivation) 
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3. Rotational Motion              (6 hrs) 

 

3.1 Definitions of torque, moment of inertia, radius of gyration 

3.2 Derivation of rotational kinetic energy and angular momentum 

3.3 Conservation of angular momentum (qualitative) 

 

4.  Gravitation and Satellites            (6 hrs) 

 

4.1 Gravity, acceleration due to gravity 

4.2 Kepler’s law of planetary motion  

4.3 Newton’s law of gravitation 

4.4 Escape velocity (no derivation) 

4.5 Satellites, natural satellites, artificial satellites, geostationary satellite 

 

5. Work, Power and Energy           (10 hrs) 

 

5.1 Work: definition and its SI unit, examples of zero work, positive work 

and negative work 

5.2 Work done in moving an object on horizontal surface.  

5.3 Power: definition and its SI unit 

5.4 Energy: definition and its SI units, Type - kinetic energy and potential 

energy with examples and their derivation  

5.5 Principle of conservation of mechanical energy (for freely falling 

bodies), transformation of energy from one form to another 

 

6. Properties of Matter              (8 hrs) 

 

6.1 Elasticity, definition of stress and strain 

6.2 Different types of modulus of elasticity 

6.3 Pressure – its units, gauge pressure, absolute pressure, atmospheric 

pressure 

6.4 Surface tension – its units, capillarity, rise of liquid in capillary tube 

(derivation), applications of surface tension, effect of temperature and 

impurity on surface tension 

6.5 Fluid motion, stream line and turbulent flow 

6.6 Viscosity, coefficient of viscosity; effect of temperature on viscosity 

 

7. Heat and Temperature           (12 hrs) 

 

7.1 Difference between heat and temperature on the basis of K.E. of 

molecules 

7.2 Principles of measurement of temperature and different scales of 

temperature 

 7.3 Modes of transfer of heat (conduction, convection and radiation with 

            examples) 

7.4 Thermal conductivity, coefficient of thermal conductivity (derivation) 

7.5 Properties of heat radiation  

7.6 Laws of Black Body Radiation: Stefan’s law, Kirchoff’s law, Wien’s 

law 
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LIST OF PRACTICALS 

 

1. Familiarisation with vernier calliper, screw gauge and spherometer and 

determination of their vernier constants and least counts  

2. To find diameter of solid cylinder using a  vernier calliper 

3. To find diameter of hollow cylinder using vernier calliper 

4. To find area of cross-section of wire/needle using screw gauge 

5. To find thickness of glass strip using spherometer 

6. To find radius of curvature of spherical surface using spherometer. 

7. To verify parallelogram law of forces. 

8. To determine atmospheric pressure at a place using Fortin’s Barometer 

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY 

Teacher can take help of various instructional materials like models, charts and graphs 

for imparting instructions. The field application should be made clear before teaching 

the forces and motion; rotational motion; gravitation and satellites; work, power and 

energy; properties of matter and heat and temperature etc to develop proper 

understanding of the physical phenomenon. Effective demonstration will make the 

subject interesting and develop scientific temper in the students. 

RECOMMENDED BOOKS 

 

1. Applied Physics Vol. I, TTTI Publication; Tata McGraw Hill, Delhi 

2. Basic Applied Physics by RK Gaur; Dhanpat Rai Publications 

3. Comprehensive Practical Physics - Volume I and II by JN Jaiswal; Laxmi 

Publishers 

4. Numerical Problems in Physics-Volume I and II by RS Bharaj; Tata McGraw 

Hill 

5. Simple Course in Electricity and Magnetism by CL Arora; S Chand and Co, 

New Delhi 

6. Fundamental Physics - Volume I and II by Gomber and Gogia; Pardeep 

Publications, Jalandhar 

7. Applied physics by B.L. Arora New India Publishing House, Delhi 

8. Physics Laboratory Manual by PK Palanisamy, Scitech Publications 

9. Fundamentals of Physics by Resnick and Halliday; Asian Books Pvt. Ltd., 

New Delhi 

10. Concepts in Physics by HC Verma;  Bharti Bhawan Ltd., New Delhi 

11. Applied Physics vy RA Banwat and SD Dogra; Eagle Parkashan, Jallandhar  
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   SUGGESTED DISTRIBUTION OF MARKS  

 

S.No Time Allotted 

(Hrs.) 

Marks Allotted 

(%) 

1 10 16 

2 12 20 

3 06 10 

4 06 10 

5 10 16 

6 08 12 

7 12 16 

Total 64 100 

 


